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Outstanding Restructuring Lawyers 2021

SCOTT J. GREENBERG
Gibson Dunn & Crutcher LLP 

New York, NY
sgreenberg@gibsondunn.com

Scott guided an ad hoc cross-holder term lender group in connection with Serta Simmons’ $2B first 

lien facility and over $420M second lien facility; Ad hoc term lender group under Mallinckrodt’s 

$1.9B first lien facility; Ad hoc term lender group under an almost $600M first lien facility with Global 

Eagle Entertainment, structuring an $80M DIP financing to bridge to a sale where the ad hoc group served 

as stalking horse bidder, and ultimately becoming the reorganized company’s new owners; Ad hoc group 

of Skillsoft’s term lenders, negotiating a deal that facilitated confirmation of an exit plan that reduced debt 

burden by roughly $1.5B and provided the majority of the reorganized equity and debt to the ad hoc term 

lender group; Ad hoc group of NPC International’s term lenders, which received nearly par following a 

sale process at the height of the pandemic; Ad hoc group of first lien term lenders of Garrett Motion, Inc., 

in connection with the restructuring of $1.86B funded debt, ultimately providing prepetition lenders a 

par plus accrued recovery; Ad hoc group of first lien term loan lenders and secured noteholders holding 

in excess of $4B of claims of Diamond Sports Group; and Ad hoc group of Endo International’s secured 

creditors, over attempts to globally resolve overwhelming opioid liabilities.
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Our Additional Resources for Restructuring Professionals

The Troubled Company Reporter is a vital source 
of news and updates about companies throughout 
the United States, with assets of US$10 million 
or more, that are reorganizing, restructuring or 
showing signs of financial strain. Receive definitive 
bankruptcy & restructuring news delivered daily to 
your email.

Learn More:
www.bankrupt.com/periodicals/tcr.html

Troubled Company Reporter

Bankruptcy Prospector profiles every business-
related Chapter 11 filing in the U.S. with assets 
of less than $20 million. It is an essential tool for 
bankruptcy professionals looking to grow their 
business. Delivered weekly to your email.

Learn More:
www.bankrupt.com/periodicals/bankruptcy_prospector.html

Bankruptcy Prospector

The Troubled Company Prospector identifies and 
profiles United States and Canadian companies with 
assets of more than US$10 million showing signs 
of financial strain, supporting the niche marketing 
programs of troubled company professional service 
firms. Delivered weekly to your email.

Learn More:
www.bankrupt.com/periodicals/tcp.html

Troubled Company Prospector

Beard Books is an industry leading publisher of 
business, law and finance books, all of which are 
available at BeardBooks.com or through your 
favorite book retailer. Browse our extensive library 
of books to become a more informed professional.

Learn More:
www.beardbooks.com

Beard Books
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